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AVG PC Tuneup
Restore your PC to peak performance. 
Speed up your system, clean your hard drives 
and eliminate freezing and crashing.

Free local support 
by phone and email

Priority updates and 
upgrades for the 
term of your licence

1-year and 2-year 
licence options 
available

Compatible with

Increase PC stability
Scan and repair corrupted registries to eliminate freezing and crashing
Reorganise files for quicker and more secure response times 

Speed up your PC
Identify and remove temporary, junk and cache files for faster PC performance
Tweak your Internet settings to reduce lags and optimise your speed online 

Free up storage space
Delete duplicate files to free up valuable disk space
Optimise startup programs and application response time for increased storage 
space and faster startup
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Why AVG PC Tuneup?

Boost your Internet speed
Evaluates your Internet connection settings and tweaks them to increase connection speed and 
reduce unwanted interruptions.
Internet Optimiser

Eliminate freezing and crashing
Removes temporary and duplicate files that waste disk space. Finds and fixes issues that cause 
freezing and crashing.
Registry cleaner

Optimise PC speed
Reorganises files on your hard drives so they are read and written faster, improving how your software 
and PC performs. 
Disk Defragmenter & Windows Registry Defragmenter

Protect your privacy
Hides and/or removes all record of documents you’ve opened, programs you’ve run, and websites 
you’ve visited.
Track Eraser

Recover accidentally deleted files
Restores accidentally deleted or damaged files.
File Recovery

Permanently delete files and wipe disks
Prevent your personal data from getting into the wrong hands. Permanently delete files or clear entire 
hard drives.
File Shredder & Disk Wiper

Monitor hard drive health and space
Keeps your data organised and safe from accidental loss or hard drive failure.
Disk Doctor

Free local support from people who know the answers
Our technical experts are a phone call or email away.
AVG Support
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System requirements Minimum:
Processor: 1.5 GHz or faster
Memory: 64 MB of RAM
Hard disk free space (for install): 50 MB

Recommended:
Processor: 1.5 GHz or faster
Memory: 128 MB of RAM
Hard disk free space (for install): 250 MB 


